Reports
by a pair of modulators at a frequency
set by a voltage-controlled, electrical
oscillator (VCO). The sideband spectrum created by the phase modulators is
further broadened by pulse forming and
self phase modulation in an optical
fiber (8, 18, 19). The comb of lines
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optical division factor. It therefore provides a suitable error signal for phaseOptical frequency division using frequency combs has revolutionized time keeping
lock-loop control of the VCO.
and the generation of stable microwave signals. We demonstrate optical frequency
It is interesting to contrast this midivision and microwave generation by using a tunable electrical oscillator to create
crowave source based on electro-optical
dual combs through phase modulation of two optical signals having a stable
frequency division (EOFD) with a condifference frequency. Phase-locked control of the electrical oscillator by optical
ventional microwave source based on
frequency division produces stable microwaves. Our approach transposes the
electrical frequency division of a VCO
oscillator and frequency reference of a conventional microwave frequency
(20). In the conventional approach (Fig.
synthesizer. In this way, the oscillator experiences large phase noise reduction
1B), the VCO provides the highest
relative to the frequency reference. The electro-optical approach additionally relaxes
frequency in the system. It is stabilized
the need for highly-linear photodetection of the comb mode spacing. Besides
by electrical, frequency division and
simplicity, the technique is also tunable and scalable to higher division ratios.
phase comparison to a lower-frequency,
reference oscillator, such as a quartz
oscillator. A consequence is that the
The photomixing of two, highly-coherent, laser signals is a well-known
stabilized VCO has a phase noise level that is always higher than the
approach to generate a stable radio frequency or microwave signal (1, 2).
reference oscillator phase noise by the square of their frequency ratio
Recently, however, a different approach to all-optical, signal generation
(i.e., the frequency division ratio). In contrast, our optical version revershas been demonstrated that may revolutionize applications requiring
es the positions of the reference and the VCO in the frequency domain.
high-stability microwaves. Rather than photomixing stabilized laser
Specifically, the reference is provided by the frequency difference of the
signals to directly produce a microwave signal, the approach uses an
laser lines and this frequency difference is made much greater than the
octave-spanning, self-referenced frequency comb to divide a stable optifrequency of the VCO (in the present implementation this is a noncal reference frequency down to microwave or radio frequency rates (3).
detectable rate set at approximately 150 times the VCO frequency).
Frequency dividers are widely used in electronics to generate new freMoreover, this reference frequency is divided down to the VCO frequencies from a single, base oscillator or to coherently link different
quency as opposed to dividing the VCO frequency down to the reference
frequency bands. As an ancillary benefit, all frequency dividers reduce
frequency rate. By making this reversal, the present device benefits from
the phase noise spectral density of the output signal relative to the input
the stability of optical oscillators, and the power of optical frequency
by the square of the division ratio. The new optical frequency dividers
division to quadratically reduce the phase noise of optical oscillators by
perform division by a factor of ∼50,000 (the ratio of optical to microthe division factor. Also, because the divider derives its rate from the
9
wave frequencies), so that phase-noise reduction is greater than 10 .
electrical VCO, it is continuously tunable. In particular, the frequency
Moreover, reference-cavity stabilized lasers exhibit a superior, fractional
output is set by the tuning range of the electrical VCO and the frequency
frequency stability in comparison to electrical oscillators (4, 5). Optical
separation of the reference laser lines and not fixed by a cavity repetition
dividers applied to such signals thereby generate microwave signals with
rate. Additionally, by obtaining the output of the electro-optical frequenan exceedingly-low phase noise level (3).
cy divider directly from the VCO, this approach greatly relaxes the lineWe present a way to generate high-performance microwave signals
arity constraints of high bandwidth photodetection that have posed
through optical frequency division (OFD) using a cascade of direct
significant challenges for OFD based on mode-locked lasers (21, 22).
phase modulation and self-phase modulation to create an optical comb
The use of a frequency difference as opposed to an absolute frequen(6–9). Because the spectral line spacing is set by the electrical oscillator
cy to derive a reference for microwave generation has been demonstratused to drive the phase modulators (as opposed to an optical resonator),
ed using mode-locked laser frequency combs. In that case the mode
the method of microwave synthesis has similarities to conventional milocked frequency comb optical divider is implemented by locking a
crowave synthesizers while also leveraging the power of optical frecomb at two frequencies of a reference cavity (16). This two-point lock
quency division to reduce phase noise.
approach has also been implemented using two atomic lines and a freIn our approach, two laser lines having good relative frequency staquency microcomb (17). It is also interesting to note that cascaded phase
bility provide an optical reference for the microwave source (Fig. 1A).
modulation, besides being applied for pulse generation (6–9), has also
These laser lines are produced by Brillouin oscillation in a single, highbeen used to stabilize the frequency difference (in the millimeter wave
Q microcavity. However, the lines could also result from any stable optidomain) of a dual-frequency laser (23) and to create continuously tunacal references, including various types of dual-mode lasers (10–15), two
ble microwave signals by sideband-injection locking (24).
lasers locked to distinct optical modes of a reference cavity (16) or lasers
To understand phase noise reduction in this divider consider the acstabilized to atomic transitions (17). The laser lines enter the frequency
cumulated phase noise contributions in the side bands as tracked from
divider portion of the signal generator where they are phase modulated
the laser sources to the phase difference of the detected sidebands (Fig.
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1C). By adjusting the VCO phase to nullify the phase difference, ∆ϕ, the
VCO fluctuations are reduced to: 〈ϕM2 〉 = 〈(ϕ1−ϕ2)2 〉/(N1 + N2)2, where
ϕ1,2 and ϕM are the phase fluctuations of the laser field phases and the
electrical VCO. Also, N1 and N2 are the number of sidebands produced
by modulation (sidebands are higher in frequency for laser 1 and lower
in frequency for laser 2). As a result, within the servo control bandwidth,
the phase noise of the VCO is given by the relative phase noise of the
two laser fields reduced by the division factor squared (N1 + N2)2. Clearly, to reduce phase noise of the electrical VCO, the laser frequency separation should be made as large as possible. In the present system, this
value is set by the span of the dual-pumped Brillouin lasers. It is also
important to note that it is the relative-phase-noise of the laser sources
that determines the phase noise reference level (before optical frequency
division). Because these lasers are co-lasing within the same resonator
the common-mode laser noise (e.g., pump noise, microphonics, cavity
noise) is largely suppressed, leaving primarily fundamental sources of
laser noise such as Schawlow-Townes noise.
In the experimental setup (Fig. 2), the reference laser signals are
provided by Brillouin-laser lines co-lasing within a single silica-onsilicon high-Q disk resonator. The coherence properties of the individual
Brillouin laser lines is excellent (25, 26). The silica disk resonators are
designed and fabricated with a free-spectral-range (FSR) of 10.890 GHz
that matches the Brillouin shift frequency in silica near 1550 nm. A frequency modulation technique is used to measure the FSR (27). In prior
work a single pump configuration was used to demonstrate microwave
synthesis up to K-band (22 GHz) rates by photomixing of cascaded Brillouin laser lines (28). Here the Brillouin lines must be separated by a
much larger frequency and a dual pump configuration is used. Each
pump laser is locked to the disk resonator using the Pound-Drever-Hall
(PDH) technique (29) and excites its own Brillouin laser in the backward-propagating direction. In the experiment, the SBS lines are separated by as much as 1.61 THz by dual pumping on cavity modes
separated by 148 FSR using the independently tunable CW lasers. The
maximum separation of 1.61 THz is currently set by the tuning range of
the pump lasers. The optical spectra of the dual SBS lines at several
frequency differences appears in Fig. 3A. Besides inherent stability from
co-lasing within the same cavity, it is worth noting that the two SBS
laser signals share the same fiber optical path, thereby suppressing path
length variation effects.
The laser signals are coupled to the optical divider section using a
circulator. In order to increase the comb bandwidth and thereby also the
division factor, two phase modulators with low Vπ ∼ 3.9V (at 12 GHz)
are cascaded and phase synchronized with a RF phase shifter. The phase
modulators were driven at 32.5 dBm and 30.7 dBm, corresponding to a
total phase modulation amplitude up to 6π (≈ π[(Vdrive)/(Vπ)]), which is
also approximately equal to half of the number of sidebands produced by
the modulators (30). In the experiment, up to 30 EOM sidebands can be
created using the phase modulators alone, enabling optical division by
around a factor of 30. An optical spectrum showing both the original
SBS laser lines (18 FSR frequency separation) and the resulting phase
modulation sidebands is shown in Fig. 3B. To further enhance the sideband spectral width, pulse broadening is performed by introducing an
intensity modulator, dispersion compensation, erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), and nonlinear fiber (8, 18, 19). The inner sidebands are
optically filtered and their beat note is detected on an amplified photodetector. The beat note frequency was set near 10 MHz and phase compared with a 10 MHz oven-controlled crystal oscillator (OCXO) to
generate the error signal used for phase locking the VCO. The phase
noise of the OCXO is very low (compared with the optical frequency
reference) and is further divided down in the control loop (supplementary materials). As such, it does not introduce any limitation on the final
VCO phase noise. The residual phase noise levels of the amplifier used
here [MicroSemi model L0612-35-T977] are well below the phase noise

levels attained by loop control of the VCO and therefore do not present
any limitation to the measurement. It is also important to note that the
sum of the free-running VCO phase noise and the residual phase noise of
the RF power amplifier is suppressed by the servo loop (see Supplementary Materials). As a result, by taking the electrical output signal at the
output of the amplifier there is no phase noise limitation set by the RF
power amplifier.
The phase noise reference level is set by the relative phase noise of
the co-lasing Brillouin laser lines. This phase noise level is expected to
be relatively insensitive to the frequency difference (26, 28). Therefore,
this noise level was measured by pumping the two lasers on modes that
were three cavity FSR apart, enabling direct detection of the beat signal
at 32.7 GHz by a fast photodetector. This detected signal is then analyzed using a phase noise analyzer to obtain the single sideband (SSB)
phase noise spectrum (Fig. 3C, red curve). For offset frequencies higher
than 100 Hz this spectrum is limited by Schawlow-Townes noise while
at offset frequencies less than 100 Hz a technical noise component is
present (28). The white phase noise floor above 1 MHz offset is due to
the thermal noise of the fast photodetector. The SSB phase noise spectrum is measured using a commercial phase noise tester (Rohde
Schwartz model FSUP26—sensitivity limit given as the cyan square
markers in Fig. 3C) which is based on the phase detector method with
dual-channel cross-correlations to further improve the phase noise sensitivity.
To test the optical divider, the VCO is locked to the divided optical
reference using the VCO control/tuning port (Fig. 2). The blue and green
curves in Fig. 3C are the corresponding phase noise spectra of the VCO
at 10.89 GHz when optically dividing by 30 and 148 times relative to the
initial frequency separation of the dual SBS lines at 327 GHz and 1.61
THz, respectively. The microwave carrier frequency is held at 10.89
GHz in these measurements by adjusting the frequency separation of the
Brillouin laser lines using the tunable pump lasers. Decrease of the phase
noise with the increase of the division ratio is clear in the data. For division by 148x, the achieved phase noise level is –104 dBc/Hz at 1 kHz
and –121 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz. For comparison, the dashed, black curve in
Fig. 3C gives the phase noise of the free running VCO. The servo locking bandwidth can be seen from the servo bumps in the phase noise
spectra, which are located at 820 kHz for the blue curve (adopting path I
in Fig. 2) and 300 kHz for the green curve (adopting path II in Fig. 2).
As an aside, the locking bandwidth is determined by the loop delay,
which includes both optical and electrical path lengths (∼20 m for path I
and ∼50 m for path II), and the FM response of the VCO. For frequencies beyond the servo control bandwidth, the phase noise level is set by
the free-running VCO.
In the measured RF power spectra of the VCO at 10.89 GHz (20 kHz
span and 30 Hz resolution bandwidth) (Fig. 3D), the black curve is the
free running VCO spectrum, while the red, blue and green curves are the
spectra of the phase locked VCO when dividing down 18, 30 and 148
times from corresponding SBS frequency separations of 196 GHz, 327
GHz and 1.61 THz. Figure 3E summarizes these results by giving the
measured phase noise at 1 kHz, 10 kHz and 100 kHz offset frequencies
plotted versus division ratios of 1, 3, 4, 10, 18, 30 and 148. The dashed
lines give 1/N2 trend lines. For comparison, the phase noise of an Agilent
MXG microwave synthesizer [carrier 11 GHz, offset 100 kHz, Agilent
online data sheet, Literature number 5989-7572EN] and a high performance Agilent PSG microwave synthesizer [carrier 11 GHz, offset 100
kHz, Agilent online data Sheet, Literature number 5989-0698EN, option
UNX] are shown as black, dashed and dotted lines.
So far, the microwave frequency has been fixed, however, this can
be adjusted by varying the division ratio, N, and the VCO frequency for
a fixed separation of the dual SBS lines ν1 − ν2 as in Fig. 4A (i.e., fM =
[(ν1 − ν2 ±δf)/(N)]). Figure 4B shows the RF spectrum of a phase locked
12.566 GHz carrier with a division factor of 26, while Fig. 4C shows the
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RF power spectrum of a microwave signal at 9.075 GHz with a divison
factor of 36 (in both cases, the dual SBS frequency difference is set at
327 GHz). Moreover, the initial reference frequency difference can also
be tuned so that a wide range of final microwave frequencies can be
derived from a single divider.
The optical division factor can be scaled to higher values for additional phase noise improvement. While the frequency reference might be
based on some other system, for simplicity we consider using one SBS
laser operating at 1.55 microns (current system) and another at 1 micron
[recently demonstrated using silica high-Q disks (31)]. Matching the
Brillouin shift at these wavelengths within the same disk is possible by
designing the system to oscillate at a multiple cavity free spectral range.
For example, a disk diameter of ∼ 12 mm (FSR ∼5.4 GHz, which is half
of the Brillouin shift at 1.55 micron and one third of the Brillouin shift at
1 micron.) would enable simultaneous SBS oscillation at 1.55 micron
and 1 micron. To extend the comb over this span would require about
one half of an octave. Spectrally-broadened EOM combs with more than
500 nm bandwidth have previously been demonstrated (32). An electrooptical frequency divider spanning 1 micron and 1.55 micron SBS lines
is therefore feasible. This example system does not necessarily represent
a fundamental limit, but nonetheless would feature a division factor of
approximately 7000. Assuming that relative phase noise of the co-lasing
optical lines does not degrade beyond what has been demonstrated in the
present work, this hypothetical system could provide phase noise performance close to levels demonstrated by conventional OFD.
This new photonic architecture for optical frequency division provides a route to improve the phase noise of a common VCO. In the present configuration, dual SBS lasers have been co-generated in a single,
chip-based resonator to establish a stable reference as high as 1.61 THz.
While dual pumped SBS laser lines provide an excellent reference frequency, it should also be possible to lock two lasers to a resonator to
establish the reference. As the current frequency separation is limited by
the pump lasers, much larger division ratios and potentially lower phase
noise levels should be possible. In comparison to conventional optical
frequency division using a self-referenced frequency comb, this technique does not presently offer as large a division ratio. However, it is
simple, relatively low cost and also provides tuning of the electrical
carrier. Moreoever, it relies upon a reference signal derived from the
relative phase of two lasers as opposed to the absolute phase of a single
laser. This can potentially improve the robustness with respect to microphonics and other sources of technical noise.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual schematics of stable microwave synthesis using cascaded phase modulation. (A) Two, optical
reference laser lines are provided by one of several possible methods, including dual-mode laser action (as described
here), frequency locking two lasers to distinct optical modes of a reference cavity, or lasers stabilized to atomic
transitions. These laser lines are phase modulated to produce sidebands, two of which nearly overlap at the spectral
midpoint of the laser lines. The drive frequency is provided by the electrical VCO that is to be stabilized. Optical filtering
and detection of the nearly overlapping sidebands gives a beatnote that is used to phase lock the VCO and lower its
phase noise. EOM is electro-optical modulator, OBPF is optical band-pass filter, and PD is photodetector. (B)
Comparison of conventional, electrical, phase-locked-loop control of a VCO with the present method is shown. The
conventional method divides the VCO for phase comparison with the low frequency reference while the present method
divides the frequency separation of two lasers to stabilize the electrical VCO. (C) Analysis of the relative phase of the
inner side bands in the optical spectrum. ϕ1,2 and ϕM are the phase fluctuations of the laser field phases and the electrical
VCO.
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup. The upper block of the schematic shows the arrangement used for dual pumping of
the disk-resonator Brillouin laser. Laser 1 and laser 2 are locked to distinct modes of a high Q disk resonator.
Servo control involves direct frequency tuning of laser 1 and frequency shifting via an acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) for laser 2. The reference laser lines provided by the Brillouin oscillation are input to the optical division
function. Depending upon the desired division ratio two pathways are taken (Path I and Path II). For division up to
30x, a pair of phase modulators are synchronously driven, while for larger division ratios the phase modulators are
cascaded with a fiber pulse broadener containing an intensity modulator (IM), dispersion compensation (DC),
EDFA, and nonlinear fiber (HNLF). The filtered (OBPF) and detected signal is then processed for servo control of
the VCO. Also shown are optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) and electrical phase shifters (PS).
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Fig. 3. Summary of experimental data. (A) Optical spectra of co-lasing Brillouin lasers at various tuning configurations
used in the measurement corresponding to cavity FSR spacings provided in the inset. (B) Optical spectrum of Brillouin
laser lines with (red) and without (blue) phase modulation. (C) Single sideband (SSB) phase noise spectra of the optical
reference (red) is shown. For this measurement the dual SBS lines are tuned to a detectable frequency difference. Also
shown are the closed-loop VCO phase noise referenced to dual SBS lines separated by 327 GHz (blue) and 1.61 THz
(green) with corresponding division ratios of 30 and 148. The dashed, black curve is the phase noise of the free-running
VCO. The cyan square markers denote the phase noise sensitivity of the phase noise tester. (D) VCO radio frequency
power spectrum at 10.89 GHz for open loop and closed loop conditions in which the Brillouin frequency separation is
divided by 18x, 30x, and 148x. Resolution bandwidth is set at 30 Hz. (E) Summary of SSB phase noise levels at 10.89
GHz versus optical division ratio. Cases shown are measured at 1, 10 and 100 kHz offset frequencies. The dashed lines
2
give 1/N trends. Phase noise levels for an Agilent MXG and PSG microwave sources (carrier 11 GHz, 100 kHz offset)
are provided for comparison.
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Fig. 4. Demonstration of tuning of the phase-locked VCO frequency. (A) Optical
spectrum showing two Brillouin reference laser lines (blue) and tuning of the optical
division by variation of the VCO modulation frequency to produce two different combs.
(B) Radio frequency power spectrum corresponding to division by 26x to produce a
12.566 GHz electrical carrier frequency (resolution bandwidth is 30 Hz). (C) Radio
frequency power spectrum corresponding to division by 36x to produce a 9.075 GHz
electrical carrier frequency (resolution bandwidth is 30 Hz).
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